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A journey marks a start and a start is thought at first.  
The start of our journey beganwith the thought of adding a class to the monotonic 
conventional methods. And we strive to do the same over years. Plus, our concept 
is design. A home is not always just comfort. It is much more than that. It is an art 
for the one who stays in it. That art definitely doesn’t deserve monotony be it in
switches. That’s where our journey began. To give you the best yet classy switches, 
so thso that your house remains your art.

We cover a huge variety of colors and designs in our range of smart switches
backed up with top-notch technology.There is nothing compared to the comfort 
of homes and we strive to enhance the comfort even more with our range 
of smart switches.

ESCULT SWITCHES





Designing the home is an art, and so are your house’s 
switches. With Escult smart switches you can add comfor 
and elegance both in your design.

The ultimate control lies in just one touch. Control a 
multitude of appliances with just one click with these
smart switches 







ET-12S  12 On Off
ET-6D 6 Dimmer
ET-8S2D  8 On-Off + 2 Dimmer
ET-4S4D  4 On-Off + 4 Dimmer
ET-8S1F 8 On-Off + 1 Fan Control
ET-4S2F 4 On-Off + 2 Fan Control
EET-8S1A 8 On-Off + 1 Accessory
ET-4D1A 4 Dimmer + 1 Accessory
ET-4S2D1A  4 On-Off + 1 Dimmer + 1 Accessory
ET-4S1F1A  4 On-Off + 1 Fan Control + 1 Accessory
ET-8S1VR  8 On-Off + 1 Vintage Regulator
ET-4S2D1VR 4 On-Off + 1 Dimmer + 1 Vintage Regulator
ET-4S2A  4 On-Off + 2 Accessories
EET-2D2A  2 Dimmer + 2 Accessories
ET-4S1VR1A 4 On-Off + 1 Vintage Regulator + 1 Accessory
ET-4S2VR  On-Off + 2 Vintage Regulator
ET-4S1VS1VR 4 On-Off + 1 Vintage Switch + 1 Vintage Regulator
ET-4S1VS1A 4 On-Off + 1 Vintage Switch + 1 Accessory

Models : 



Vintage Collection
(Elegant old-fashioned conventional switches)

CLASSIC VINTAGE DESIGN
 
The design that will not only mesmerize you but
proves itself to be of high utility.
You definitely want to be  missed what this classy and
vintage design can offer you and your walls.

 



EV-1S  Single Switch
EV-2S  Double Switch
EV-1A  1 Empty Accessory
EV-1F  1 Fan Regulator

Models : 







Unlike all the others, it's a push-button,
so the switch stands out from
the rest of the design, quite significantly.

Key Features:

KNX Communication

Two different sizes that can fit in any Indian standard back-
boxes from 2M and 8M.

Up to 30 models available with different sets of  switches, 
dimmers, fan controllers and accessories etc.

10 di10 different colors, 3 texture finishes for each part like back frame, 
front fascia and even buttons. So more than 900 combinations can 
be made from this as per your interior look.
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